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intro
Thank you for the feedback received on our first newsletter, we hope you find this second
edition both interesting and informative. 2009 has been an interesting year for our industry; it
was great to see activity levels increasing into the Christmas period. We look forward to the
economy and our industry continuing to pick up in 2010. At ALSPEC we are always looking
at ways, with new products and new services, to help you build your business. We are ready
to assist you in any way we can this year.
In this issue you will find an important update on INVISI-GARD, information on our fast
growing ALU-GARD system, an article highlighting the new Lockwood 8653 Sliding Security
Door Lock, an update on specification activity as well as new projects completed and our
popular customer and employee focus pages.
If you have not already had a look; I would like to draw your attention to the Customer
technical memos on the news section of the ALSPEC website. These technical memos
predominantly focus on important updates in our Architectural Technical Manuals. When
there are new sections to be included or changes to existing pages that materially affect
the manual, this is where you will find them. Each of the technical memos has attached the
relevant Tech Manual pages in a format prepared for double sided printing. This means you
can print them out and update your Tech Manuals straight away. In this way your information
is always up to date and accurate. If you have any questions about this process please have a
chat with your Area Manager who would be happy to help.
We will be working hard this year to bring other areas of the website, such as security,
geometric shapes and hardware up to date, so that all of our customers have the latest
information at their fingertips. Keep an eye on the website for updates as they happen.
Many of you would have seen our great photography on the website and in the 2010 calendar
and diary. Already competition is heating up for projects to include in the 2011 versions.
We have professional architectural photographers in each state who will do the photography
and we make the photographs available to the customer free of charge. We are particularly
interested in high quality INVISI-GARD projects. If you have projects that you would like to
see showcased, please talk to your Area Manager.
Thank you for taking the time to read our Newsletter, we hope you find it worthwhile and
we welcome feedback and suggestions on inclusions for future issues.

Barry Lunn
National Sales & Marketing Manager
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INVISI-GARD

October 2008_ALS-B29

STAINLESS STEEL SECURITY SUITE

www.invisi.com.au

It is important for any industry to have credibility in what they do. Providing quality products and service to consumers
will ensure that the industry is vibrant and healthy. An important part of providing quality products and services is having
agreed Standards to comply with. In the case of the security screen door and window grille industry we are in the fortunate
situation of having well written, relevant Standards to work towards. The three relevant Standards are:
•
•
•

AS 5039 security screen doors and security window grilles
AS 5040 installation of security screen doors and window grilles
AS 5041 methods of test – security screen doors and window grilles

The following stakeholders were among those who sat on the committee that developed these standards. It is hard to see
any relevant groups to the industry that are not represented here.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Window Association
Curtin University of Technology
Department of Housing New South Wales
Housing Industry Association
Insurance Council of Australia
Master Builders Australia
Master Locksmiths Association of Australasia
Monash University

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NSW Police Service
National Security Screen Association
Queensland Police Service
Security Agents Institute of WA
Steel Security Manufacturers Association Queensland
University of Western Sydney
Victoria Police
Western Australia Police

The development of new Standards is a long and complex process; all of the committee members provide input into the
end result. The Standards that resulted from this committee are a comprehensive guide to the manufacture and installation
of security screens. Any consumer who is dealing with a company that is following these Standards can be assured of
getting a high quality product.
In recent weeks you may have seen advertising that directly attacks one element of the Standard AS 5039; that is the
dynamic impact test. We would like to draw your attention to some key points we see in relation to this advertising.
Firstly, there are many elements to the testing in the Standard and concentrating on one of these elements to the exclusion
of the others is only telling a fraction of the story. Other testing in the Standard includes:
•
•
•

jemmy testing of the locking points and hinge points, which replicates an intruder trying to use a large lever such 		
as a screwdriver to break in
pull tests to see if the product can be dislodged from the frame or jamb, replicating an intruder trying to pull the 		
door out of the way if they can get a handhold
and, in the case of Stainless Steel mesh, a knife shear test which replicates an intruder trying to cut the mesh 			
with a strong knife.

All of these tests have equal validity and importance within the Standard. Concentrating on one to the exclusion of the
others does not provide a great deal of guidance as to how one screen will perform relative to another, under a variety
of challenges.
Secondly, the Standard states that “Security depends on the strength and adequacy of the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

The security screen door and window grille.
The adaptor frame and the method of fixing it.
The structure and strength of the door frame and window frame”

In other words, the door or window grille itself is only one element of the total picture: the strength of the frame to which
the grille is fixed, and the strength of the installation, are equally important.
We believe it is important for you to understand that the Standards depend on many elements besides resistance to
impact. As with many complex issues, concentrating on one point to the exclusion of others does not give the consumer
a full understanding.
At ALSPEC, we support and have confidence in the current Standards. We hope this may help you in the industry to
understand this issue clearly.
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Damon Savaris
Branch Manager

Air-flo
Air-flo 125mm Louvre Framing System and
Galleries.
When Geoff Bowden sat down with our design team and
said we could increase sales in Darwin if we designed a new
Louvre frame system, I don’t even think he knew how much
the industry was screaming for a system that works and is
user friendly.
Six months later the new Air-flo louvre system was born
replacing the old ASL system immediately and we have never
looked back.
The new system, which now incorporates all your requirements
including fixed lights integrated with doors and 102mm and
152mm Galleries makes life easy for the fabricator.
The slimline 125mm by 25mm frame with fixing leg and
its own sub sill and sub head has now become the market
leader in the Northern Territory and if it can handle the
Territories requirements the rest of Australia is covered .
Also now with the option of a heavy duty glazed frame
(AF10H) and higher performance door sills (AF18/AF19)
the Windows and Doors have greater structural and
weathering performance that integrates into all the other
sections.
Alspec can now supply the full range of products for the
complete louvre window system including 102mm and 152mm
galleries, pre-punched Security Jamb and a Structural 6005A
alloy 16mm Security Bar for even better security protection.
Air-flo is now your complete Louvre System and for any
further information contact your nearest branch or go to
www.alspec.com.au

winner
This MBA award winning project showcases the ALSPEC
Commercial Sliding Door utilising both the flat sill (downstairs)
and performance sill (upstairs). For fixed and sliding windows
the ALSPEC McArthur Centre Pocket Framing and View-Max
Sliding Window were chosen.
All frames anodised 25um clear to deal with the coastal
application. (Windows and Doors fabricated by AMA Windows)

Judge’s Comment:
These townhouses have large spans with minimal support and
a wall mounted joinery unit that appears to be floating above
the outdoor swimming pool. Built on a sandy site, the builder
overcame the problem of supporting the adjoining properties
during excavation for the car park by constructing the
perimeter walls and the podium slab prior to excavation.
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Hawkesbury PLUS
Stylish Screening Solutions
Hawkesbury PLUS is the world’s first integrated
screening system for aluminium folding doors
and features all the proven benefits of ALSPEC’s
Hawkesbury PLUS an integrated insect screening
solution for aluminium multi-fold doors.
The issue of insect screening has long been a
limiting factor to external door specification in the
modern day building and renovation industries. The
desirability of uninterrupted views and unrestricted
movement in the summer months often had to be
balanced with the need to eliminate insects.
Finally there is a smooth-running, truly stylish
screening solution for multi-fold scale openings.
ALSPEC’s Hawkesbury PLUS Multi-Fold Door
Range E2 and E3, make such compromises a thing
of the past. With the screen components integrated
into the architecture of the door suite itself and
the whole unit functioning so simply and reliably,
Hawkesbury PLUS maximises use of your multi-fold
door, whatever the season.
Key Features
• Screening for tall openings - up to 3 metres high
• Screening for wide openings - up to 5.7 metres wide
• Load Balancing Technology (LBT)™ - no crude
spring-loading, no slamming doors
• Weathersealed, Shock Absorption System - no system damage
• Self Feeding Mechanism - copes with strong wind gusts
• Single handed operation
• Simple magnetic catch
• Surelock™ adjustment - vertical and lateral, operable from
any height on stile
• Screen remains in released position
• Hardwearing mesh - easy to clean, resistant to pets
• 10 year warranty on hardware

Specifications:
• Single screen

3000mm (max height) max width is limited to 2400mm
3000mm (max width) max height is limited to 2400mm

• Double screen 3000mm (max height) max width is limited to 4800mm
5700mm (max width) max height is limited to 2400mm
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projects completed

As mentioned in the last newsletter, we have completed photography of two projects finished late last year. They are Kirkplace
Kogarah (Commercial) and Pacific Hills Christian School Dural (B.E.R project). Another completed project worth mentioning is
the exclusive Lucca Apartments development at Neutral Bay (High–End residential) A great example of how versatile our products
are and the many applications in which they can be used.
Pacific Hills School, Dural (Below and Above)

Kirkplace Kogarah
Architect: NBRS + Partners
Builder: Probuild
Fabricator: Arch-System Fabrication
Products used
ALSPEC Hunter Flush Glazed 100mm and 150mm Double Glazed
ALSPEC Swan 45mm Shop Front Door
Duration:

3 yrs

Pacific Hills Christian School
Architect:
Builder:
Fabricator:

Keith Wilson
St Hilliers
Ace Glass

Products used
ALSPEC View-Max Sliding Door
ALSPEC McArthur 101.6mm Commercial framing
ALSPEC Swan 45mm Shop Front Doors
Duration:

6 months

Lucca Apartments
Architect:
Builder:
Fabricator:

Marchese Partners
Probuild
Dyna-Fix

Products used
ALSPEC Hawkesbury Commercial Multi-Fold Door
ALSPEC McArthur 101.6mm Centre Pocket Framing
ALSPEC Commercial Awning Windows

Kirkplace Kogarah
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Kirkplace Kogarah

Duration:

18 months

specification
James Natter
National Specification Manager

A fitting end to 2009 with over 400 in attendance during
our last two architect nights for the year at Melbourne’s
Albert Park and the Sydney Opera House.Thank you to all
who participated and ensured the nights were a success.
With ALSPEC now a familiar name within the architectural
community we can look forward to seeing our systems
being recommended more frequently in 2010. To further
assist our cause the private sector appears to be on the
road to recovery with several projects that have resurfaced
after being deferred for the last twelve months. More on
those as they progress.
B.E.R projects continue to provide ALSPEC with plenty of
work across the nation. Products like the View-Max Sliding
Window together with our McArthur Commercial framing
and door systems are being accepted and favoured over
more traditional systems generally found on this type of
work.
As promised photography has been completed and project
news has all the spoils on three projects finished late last
year as a direct result of Specification.
I look forward to catching up with as many of you as
possible over the next year and continue to further
establish ALSPEC as the number one preferred aluminium
systems supplier.
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customer corner

with Zivko Tasevski
Business Development Manager
Martifer Aluminium P/L

Specialising in aluminium fabrication over the past eighty
years, Sassall Aluminium Pty Ltd recently changed their
trading name to Martifer Aluminium P/L in September 2009.
Why is Martifer Aluminium P/L so successful?
One of the reasons why Martifer has been so successful has
been attributed to our commitment of our quality and safety
systems. Our ability to constantly supply high quality product
in a safe method has allowed our company to grow and will
continue to allow our company to grow. The other reason is
the commitment and hard work by our staff, subcontractors
and suppliers, without this relationship it would be difficult.

What is your area of expertise?
I would best describe our area of expertise as large and
complex projects.

Why do you use ALSPEC?
We use ALSPEC as they work very closely
with us to provide our clients with solutions
to their needs.

What do you do to relax on
weekends?
As we are based in Wollongong, in summer
being so close to the beach, we normally
enjoy spending time at the beach with family
and friends.

What are some of the prominent jobs you have
worked on using ALSPEC products?
Car showroom in O’Riordan Street in Alexandria (SYD),
National Portrait Gallery ACT (Award Winning) and
various projects in Innovation Campus at the University of
Wollongong to name a few .....

National Portrait Gallery - ACT (Project Completed 2009)
(photos above and to the left plus cover)
ALSPEC Products used
• Thermally Broken Front Glazed Cap System
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s p o t l i g h t
Peter Farrugia
Truck Driver
Sydney Office

“I have been a truck driver with ALSPEC since December 1997,
12 months after getting my drivers licence with the Army Reserve,
and after 8 years of selling rehabilitation equipment to the disabled.
I am married to Jennifer, and have 3 sons, who are 20, 17 and 2.
I live in Narellan, which is south west of Sydney.”

Peter in the Army Reserve

What was your first job?

Favourite Past time? Hobby?

My first job was as a Soldier driving
Armoured vehicles, with the 2nd Cavalry
Regiment of which I joined on my 17th
birthday. I was a regular soldier for six
years, based in Holsworthy, near Sydney.

What did you want to be when
you grew up?

I like Boat Racing. I even raced a boat
myself for a bit, coming third outright
the year I did the national circuit with
ALSPEC as my sponsor. But boat racing
is too expensive, so I had to sell the boat.
These days I spend my time, and it seems
almost just as much money buying and
building Military Models.

Funny enough, I wanted to be in the army.
Like most little boys I would play war
games with my friends, which led me to
joining school Cadets, then later the real thing.

Tell us something about yourself that no one at ALSPEC
knows.

Ever had a brush with fame?
I’ve seen from time to time the odd TV
star about, but I remember one time
Dawn Fraser coming around to my house
when I was about 15. She was doing promotional work with my father who was
working for Driclad Pools at the time.

What would you like to do
now? Why?
Well work wise, I think I am in my slot, but
outside of work, I would like to be on an
indefinite holiday in the UK with my wife.
Peter and Son

I don’t think there is anything that isn’t
known about me here in Sydney, considering I chat a lot. Most people say I like
the sound of my own voice.

Where would you like to be in
10 years time?
In 10 years from now, I would love to be
in a position where I only had to work
part time, so that I can do all those things
we never have time to do.
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alu-gard
ALU-GARD adds to the complete range of security products
and systems that ALSPEC offer. The ALU-GARD Security Door
System is a strong, attractive and FULLY TESTED solution for
the security door market.

ALU-GARD
SECURITY SCREENING SYSTEMS

ALU-GARD uses a 2mm non-corrosive aluminium perforated
sheet retained in the ALSPEC security door frame which is
available in our wide range of colours and a SD99 aluminium
wedge - making this product very easy to fabricate and a natural
fit for Security Door manufacturers.
As we pride ourselves on testing our products the ALU-GARD
The All-Aluminium security screening solution
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Screen Door System has been tested toALU-GARD
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Lockwood 8653
ALSPEC now supply the new LOCKWOOD 8653 Sliding Security
Door Lock. This door lock is a great addition to our large range of
security hardware options.
Offering a wide range of features including DualSelect® and LockAlert®.
Along with inside snib locking, 3 Point kit available for extra security,
stainless steel front end plate, suits left or right hand locking doors
and fits all industry standard cut outs making this product the ideal
solution for the residential sliding security door market.
The DualSelect® feature of this product allows the home owner to
have a choice when leaving the house of either selecting privacy lock
or deadlock. The privacy lock allows you to exit the home from the
inside while the door is locked on the outside, this is a great safety
feature which allows quick exit and provides the external security.
The other feature of the dual select mode is the deadlock which
allows you to lock the door from both sides internal and external.
This provides the total internal and external security option.
Another major feature of the 8653 Sliding Door lock is LockAlert®.
This allows you to see at a glance what mode the lock is in, whether
it be Secure mode (locked from the inside and outside), Safety mode
(locked from the outside and free to exit from the inside) or Passage
mode (free to enter from the outside and free to exit from the
inside).
Along with all of the features the 8653
Sliding Door Lock has been tested to meet
Australian Standards, adding quality and value
to your security range. Please contact your
Area Manager if you require any further
information.
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Alexandria showroom
ALSPEC has a brand new showroom in Alexandria,
Sydney, NSW.
Systems on display include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hawkesbury PLUS
Altitude Sliding Door
Invisi-gard Stainless Steel Security Sliding Door
ALSPEC Commercial Sliding Door
Solar Control F57
Versastyle Wardrobe
35mm Awning Window
McArthur Centre Pocket Framing 100mm, 150mm, 		
Single Glazed
Hunter Flush-Glazed Framing 100mm, 150mm, Single 		
and Double Glazed
View-Max Commercial Sliding and Double Hung 		
Windows
ecoFRAMEplus Centre Pocket 150mm Double Glazed 		
Framing
Air-flo Louvre Galleries 102mm, 152mm blade
AP105 Partition Suite

The primary reason for having this facility is to assist the
Specification team with Architects and allowing them
to view the product in person to ensure the design
requirements are met. This being said should any ALSPEC
fabricators in the NSW region wish to make use of the
showroom they are welcome by appointment.
A big thank you to all who contributed and ensured this
project was a success.
For appointments please call 1300 ALSPEC (257732)
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